
10 reasons to upgrade to Version 10
#1   ContourNesting, Tex&Repeat and PrintBoard are now included! 
Version 10 opens up exciting new market opportunities for Caldera users: textile, wallpaper, ceramics, glass, wood and CAD.

#2   Increase your RIPing speeds 
Unleashing the power of smarter algorithmic processing, Version 10 RIPs up to two times faster than previous versions.

#3   Receive live updates 
Update notifications about builds and versions are now automated via an online service, ensuring that critical updates reach the user 
rapidly.

#4   Set up faster workflows 
The new QuickPrint feature allows a user to send a job to print using a preset configuration.

#5   Create advanced tiling projects
New & improved Tiling+ now makes it possible to create tiles of different sizes, allowing users to access new markets, such as multi-canvas 
applications.

#6   Enjoy our new GUI
Designed for ease of use, the new, fully-featured Version 10 interface allows users to focus only on live tasks. Newly designed icons 
and markers have been standardized to create a fresh modern style within the GUI.

#7   Identify Jobs with QR codes 
V10 users can add QR Codes alongside a print, with an automated cut path, to enable easy removal as required.

#8   Add grommets easily 
Grommets and eyelets can be easily added to artwork from within the Print interface.

#9   Download new profiles 
Profiles can be accessed from within a new online library, using EasyMedia.

#10   RIP larger files
Through the inclusion of APPE 3.3, which carries with it all the benefits of 64bit data handling, users can now RIP massive files that 
were previously hindered by a lack of on-board memory. This means users can leverage their processor’s full active memory to provide 
additional efficiencies across the full job queue.
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